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about This Book:
every year on the fourth Thursday of november, americans 
celebrate Thanksgiving with family, friends, and food. But 
what is the origin of this holiday? What about the tradi-
tions and meaning? Have they changed?   using firsthand 
accounts, poetry and folk songs, magazines, newspapers, 
historic markers, and interviews, Penny Colman paints a fas-
cinating picture of this cherished holiday and the changing 
meanings of it throughout american history.  Thanksgiving; 
The True Story is organized into two parts. Part i is about the 
origins of the Thanksgiving that we celebrate today. Chapter 
1 examines twelve competing claims for the location of the 
“first” Thanksgiving—two in Texas, two in Florida, one in 
Maine, two in Virginia, and five in Massachusetts.  Chapters 2 
and 3 reveal the true origins of our Thanksgiving. Chapter 4 
answers the question: What about the “Pilgrim and indian” 
Thanksgiving story?  Part ii focuses on Thanksgiving gather-
ings, activities, food, and meanings.  

discussion Questions
PaRT i

1.    Thanksgiving is Penny Colman’s favorite holiday. What about you? What is your favorite holiday? Why?

2.    Colman concludes that none of the 12 claims in chapter 1 led directly to the establishment of Thanks-
giving as a national holiday in the united States. What do you think about the claims on Table 1 (pages 
10-11)? do you think that all or some of the claims should be remembered as important historical events?  
Which ones and why?

3.    Colman asserts that “The true story of our modern Thanksgiving starts with two very old traditions: 
celebrating harvest festivals and proclaiming days of thanksgiving for special events.”  do you agree?  Why?

4.    in what ways is Juliana Smith’s family’s Thanksgiving day similar to your family’s (pages 33-35)?  How is 
it different?  

5.    Sarah Josepha Hale has been called the “Mother of Thanksgiving.”  do you think people will easily ac-
cept her as the force behind the establishment of a national Thanksgiving day in lieu of President abraham 
Lincoln who often erroneously gets the credit? Why?



6.    What did you learn from Hale about how to effectively promote a cause?

7.    What did you think about a leader of the Wampanoag, Frank James, and his decision not to revise his 
bold speech for the 350th anniversary of the landing of the Mayflower?  (pp. 72-75)  What was your reac-
tion to his speech and the establishment of a national day of Mourning? 

8.     Compare and contrast what you see in the three pageant photographs on pp. 71, 73, 74.  describe 
Thanksgiving day programs or activities that were or are held in your community.  do you think Thanks-
giving should be celebrated in schools? if so, how?  Should the traditional “Pilgrim and indian” story be   
included?

9.     What were the most interesting things you learned in Part i? What effect has Part i had on how you 
think about Thanksgiving?

10.    Colman took pictures of statues, street signs, and historic plaques for her book. (See pages; 22, 23, 
42, 65, 76).  Why do you think she did that? do you think it is a good idea to have historical markers in 
public places?  Why?     

PaRT ii

11.    What poems and songs do you associate with Thanksgiving? 

12.    describe a Thanksgiving that you celebrated away from  your home.  How did you feel about it?

13.    describe your activities on a typical Thanksgiving day.  Of all the activities in chapter 6 which ones 
would you consider adding to your celebration?  Why? 

14.     What is your favorite illustration in chapter 6?  Why?

15.    What do you eat on Thanksgiving?  identify any foods that are tied to your cultural identity.  

16.    What foods in chapter 7 made you think “yummy”?  How about “no, thank-you”?

17.    What do you think about Thomas nast’s cartoon, “uncle Sam’s Thanksgiving day,” on p. 122?  de-
scribe or draw a cartoon that expresses your ideas about Thanksgiving.  

18.    do you think what Sarah Josepha Hale wrote in 1876 (p. 122) is relevant for america in the 21st 
century?  Why? 

19.    Colman writes on p. 124: “now that i have immersed myself in the true story of Thanksgiving, i am 
wondering about a larger meaning, about how to connect Thanksgiving to the world outside my dining 
room table.”  What about you?  How has reading Thanksgiving: The True Story changed what Thanksgiving 
means to you? 
20.    Can you propose answers to Colman’s questions on pp. 124-125?  What questions would you add? 


